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This work studies the conductivity and luminescence of ZnSe single crystals under X-ray irradiation. The experimentally derived
lux-ampere characteristics of the X-ray conductivity for ZnSe crystals have a sublinear behavior within the temperature range from
8 to 420 K.The theoretical analysis of the conductivity kinetics at X-ray excitation showed that the value of maximum accumulated
lightsum at deep traps does not depend on radiation intensity. However, regarding shallow and phosphorescent traps, the strength
of accumulated lightsum depends on the intensity of exciting irradiation. Specifically, these shallow traps and phosphorescent traps
cause the sublinear behavior of lux-ampere characteristics in the semiconductor material.

1. Introduction

Zinc Selenide (ZnSe) [1–7] is a topic to be investigated.
This material was well studied and well researched among
the most promising wide-bandgap semiconductors (WBG
or WBGS) of the II-VI semiconductor group (AIIBVI or
A2B6). Nowadays, ZnSe is widely used to create short-
wave semiconductor electronics and display systems [7, 8].
Primarily, it is due to the recently learned ability to produce
high-quality single crystals of a relatively large scale. As a
result, another promising direction emerged. These single
crystals are used as detectors of indirect ionizing radiation
(𝛾-radiation scintillators) [8–14] and direct conversion of
the energy of high-energy radiation into the electric current
(semiconductor detectors) [6, 15–17]. Moreover, they are also
used in the production of lenses and IR-radiation windows
[8, 9, 18, 19]. The application of ZnSe crystals as ionizing
radiation detectors has become possible after developing the
technology to produce high-quality crystals [20–22] with
a low concentration of impurities and high resistivity ∼
1010 - 1012Ω⋅cm. The single crystals have a rather large
effective atomic number (𝑍eff = 32) and a large band gap
width (2.7 eV at 300 K), which makes them a promising

material to create X-ray detectors, which do not require
cooling and can operate at high temperatures (up to 450 K)
[17]. These findings make the studies of X-ray conductivity
(XRC) and X-ray luminescence (XRL) in ZnSe single crystals
topical.

Lux-ampere characteristics of XRC and X-ray lumines-
cence are one of themain features of semiconductor detectors
of ionizing radiation. The dependence of conduction current
on the irradiation intensity under constant electric field
strength (𝐼X-𝑖XRC) is referred to as the lux-ampere character-
istic (LAC), while the dependence of luminescence intensity
on the excitation intensity (𝐼X-𝐽XRL) is referred to as the
lux-luminescent characteristic (LLC). Earlier, similar studies
were carried out [6, 7] but only at the temperature of liquid
nitrogen. There is no comparison between the lux-ampere
and lux-luminescent characteristics or the explanation of the
obtained nonlinear dependencies.

The work aimed to experimentally investigate the spectra
of luminescence and conductivity and their dependencies on
the intensity of X-ray excitation for the ZnSe single crystals at
various temperatures and explain the sublinear dependencies
of the LAC of the X-ray conductivity and LLC of the X-ray
luminescence.
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2. Experimental Details

In this work, we studied the conductivity and luminescence of
ZnSe single crystals under the excitation byX-ray quanta.The
specially undoped ZnSe crystals were grown from the pre-
cleaned batch, to obtain crystals with a minimum impurity
concentration and a maximum resistivity (𝜌 ≥ 1012Ω.cm).
The polished samples of 18 x 9 x 2 mm2 were prepared from
different boules. It turned out that the luminescence spectra
and the conductivity values did not differ much for these
samples; therefore, the main complex of studies was carried
out for one sample. We should note that the concentrations
of free electrons in such crystals without excitation are 102 -
104cm-3.

To study the conductivity, the two three-layer metal
contacts were sprayed onto one large surface of the sample by
the resistive method.The chemical composition of each layer
was specially selected to obtain ohmic contacts for the dark
conductivity with good adhesion. Copper conductors were
soldered to the contacts for the conductivity measurements.
The contacts consisted of the strips of rectangular shape 5
mm long and 1 mmwide, with 5 mm distance between them.
A stabilized voltage from 0 to 1000 V was applied to one
electrode, while another contact was connected to a nanoam-
peremeter. The nanoamperemeter allowed measuring the
value of the conduction current from 1 pA to 10 pA with an
accuracy of 10%; from 10 pA to 100 pA with an accuracy of
3%; and from 100 pA to 1 mAwith an accuracy of <1%. For all
values of the conduction current, the following condition was
met: the input impedance of a nanoamperemeter is several
orders of magnitude smaller than the electrical resistance of
a ZnSe sample. The nanoamperemeter is a part of a specially
developed measuring unit that allows selecting the voltage
change mode: manual, stepwise, and monotonic, at which
the rate of voltage increase can be changed. The study of the
conduction current was carried out in a vacuum (<1 Pa).

It was preliminarily established by the thermal EMF
method that the samples have the dark n-type conductivity.

The complex experimental studies of X-ray luminescence
(XRL) and X-ray conductivity (XRC) were conducted. Their
lux-ampere characteristics (dependencies of the conduction
current 𝐼X-𝑖XRC; the luminescence intensity of the different
luminescence bands 𝐼X-𝐽630 and 𝐼X-𝐽970 on the intensity of X-
ray excitation 𝐼𝑋); the dose dependencies of phosphorescence
(P) and current relaxation (CR) at the excitation temperatures
of 8, 85, 295, and 420 K were investigated. The sample
was placed in the cryostat, which allowed using various
temperature modes within 8 – 500 K. The samples were
heated using an electric furnace built into the cryostat (800
W) and cooled by liquid nitrogen or helium.

The X-ray excitation was performed by the integral
radiation of the X-ray tube BKhV7 (Re, 20 kV, 3 ÷ 25 mA,
which corresponds to 𝐼X = 0.0762÷0.635 mW/cm2) through
the beryllium window of the cryostat in the perpendicular
direction to the sample surface. All X-ray irradiations were
absorbed within the sample. The distance from the anode of
the X-ray tube to the sample was 120 mm, which provided
for maximum intensity of the X-ray irradiation of 0.635
mW/cm2. When changing the current of X-ray tube 𝑖X-tube,

while the voltage is constant, the radiation intensity 𝐼𝑋 varies
in proportion to the tube current, while the shape of the
spectrum remains unchanged.

The conduction current and the luminescence radiation
of the sample were recorded simultaneously. The lumi-
nescence was registered via two channels: integrally and
spectrally. For those passing through one quartz window of
the cryostat, the integral glow of the sample (if necessary
through an optical filter) was focused by a quartz lens on a
photocathode PMT-106. For those passing through another
quartz window of the cryostat, the luminescence radiation
was directed through a high-speed monochromator MDR-
2 with quartz condensers and recorded by the photoelectric
multipliers: PMT-106 in the visible region or PMT-83 (in the
cooling mode) in the IR region. All spectra were adjusted
taking into account the spectral sensitivity of the recording
system. And at the translation of the spectra from the
wavelength scale (nm) to the quanta energy scale (eV), the
spectra were corrected to the spectral radiation density.

The experimental lux-ampere dependencies of lumines-
cence and conductivity (𝐼X-𝑖XRC, 𝐼X-𝐽630 and 𝐼X-𝐽970) were
measured in two modes: an increase (5 → 25 mA) and a
decrease (25 → 5 mA) of X-ray intensity. Under irradiation
for more than 5 minutes for each value of the excitation
intensity, the divergence of the LAC curves in both modes is
practically absent.

Upon terminating the excitation, both the phosphores-
cence (by two channels) and the current’s relaxation were
recorded for 10 minutes. The dose of the sample irradiation
(from 0.6 to 4600 mJ/cm2) was determined by the exposure
time (from 5 s to 2 h) and the excitation intensity (tube’s
current was 5 mA and 25 mA).

The peculiarity of this work measurements was that the
registration of the luminescence and conductivity of the
sample were carried out simultaneously. This simultaneous
registration is essential because it allows obtaining more
detailed and reliable information about the processes within
the sample.

3. The Results of the Experiments

3.1. The X-Ray Luminescence Spectra of ZnSe Single Crystals.
The obtained distinctive spectra of XRL for the samples of
ZnSe single crystals in the wavelength range from 400 to
1200 nm at various temperatures and excitation intensity
levels are presented in Figures 1, 2, and 3. Under the high
temperatures (410 K), due to the temperature quenching of
the luminescence, the XRL intensity was so low that it was
impossible to register the XRL spectra. At higher sensitivity
of the registration system (by two orders of magnitude in
the spectral range from 400 to 550 nm) it was impossible
to register neither the edge glow nor the emission of the
donor-acceptor pairs (DAP) at the temperature of 8 K, when
the luminescence is the brightest within the ZnSe [23]. It is
also essential to note that the integral luminescence intensity
at low temperatures of this ZnSe sample (when there is no
temperature quenching of the emission bands) is only several
times weaker than the integral intensity of the industrial,
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Figure 1: The distinctive XRL spectra of the ZnSe single crystal
at the temperature of 8 K under different levels of excitation: the
current of the X-ray tube, 25mA (1); 15mA (2); and 5mA (3) (the
XRL intensity is multiplied by 10 for the 970 nm band).
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Figure 2: The distinctive XRL spectra of the ZnSe single crystal
at the temperature of 85 K under different levels of excitation: the
current of the X-ray tube, 25mA (1); 15mA (2); and 5mA (3) (the
XRL intensity is multiplied by 10 for the 970 nm band).

the brightest X-ray luminescent ZnS-Cu. It indicates a slight
nonradiative loss of the excitation energy and, accordingly,
high quality of these ZnSe crystals.

The XRL spectra of the investigated samples of ZnSe
crystals consist of two main luminescence bands with max-
imums at 630 nm (1.92 eV) and 970 nm (1.28 eV). The ratio
of the intensities of these bands varies for different crystals.
According to papers [12, 21–23], the luminescence band with
a maximum at 630 nm is due to the crystal complex center,
which includes a Zn vacancy, while the luminescence band
with themaximum at 970 nm is caused by the complex center
with the Se vacancy or the Cu impurity [24, 25].

When the intensity of the X-ray excitation changes almost
by an order of magnitude, the spectral positions of the
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Figure 3: The distinctive XRL spectra of the ZnSe single crystal at
the temperature of 295 K under different levels of excitation: the
current of the X-ray tube, 25mA (1); 15mA (2); and 5mA (3).

maximums and the bands’ forms do not change. Therefore,
the LLC measurements (IX-J630 and IX-J970) were carried
out at the spectral peaks of the bands.

3.2. LAC of the Conductivity and LLC of the Luminescence
of the ZnSe Crystals. LAC of the conductivity and LLC of
the luminescence show the character of the increase in the
conduction current 𝑖XRC and the luminescence intensity 𝐽XRL
under the intensity increase of the X-ray or 𝛾-radiation 𝐼𝑋,
while the condition 𝐼X ∼ 𝑖X-tube is satisfied. These character-
istics are essential for the scintillation and semiconductor
detectors of ionizing radiation.

LAC of the conductivity (𝐼X-𝑖XRC) and LLC of the
luminescence (𝐼X-𝐽630 and 𝐼X-𝐽970) for the ZnSe samples
were measured at different temperatures. Figure 4 shows the𝐼X-𝑖XRC dependencies of the nonlinear behavior. Moreover,
the XRC has a sublinear dependence. These dependencies
were derived at feeble electric field strength (8 V/cm) when
the volt-ampere characteristics of the X-ray conductivity are
still linear.Thus, such weak electric fields do not influence the
luminescence and conductivity [6].

For the X-ray luminescence, the dependencies 𝐼X-𝐽630
and 𝐼X-𝐽970, obtained at temperatures of 8, 85 and 295 K,
either are linear or have a small superlinearity (Figures 5
and 6). It should be noted that after the X-ray irradiation
the phosphorescence and the relaxation of the conduction
current are observed in ZnSe samples. Therefore, all the
graphs for LAC and LLC are presented after subtracting the
phosphorescence and current relaxation.

Similar LLC of photoluminescence is also observed
in other crystals [26–29]. The experimental dependencies𝐼X-𝑖XRC, 𝐼X-𝐽630, and 𝐼X-𝐽970 for the ZnSe samples cannot
be accounted for by classical theories of the luminescence
kinetics [26–28] and the conductivity [29–32]. Moreover,
these theories do not take into account the above processes
in correlation to each other. Therefore, the processes of
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Figure 4: Lux-ampere characteristics of XRC of the ZnSe sample at
various temperatures: 8 K (1), 85 K (2), and 295 K (3) (the intensity
of the field in the sample equals 8 V/cm).
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Figure 5: Lux-ampere characteristics of XRL of the ZnSe sample at
the irradiation wavelength of 630 nm under various temperatures: 8
K (1), 85 K (2), and 295 K (3).
conductivity and recombination luminescence should be
considered in correlation and explain the peculiar features
of LAC and LLC, in particular for the high-resistance ZnSe
crystals.

3.3. Dose Dependencies of the Phosphorescence Intensity. The
accumulated lightsum in the sample during the X-ray excita-
tion is manifested in the form of phosphorescence and cur-
rent relaxation after excitation, lasting up to tens of minutes.
Moreover, the main contribution to the luminescence and
currentmakes one trap, which is called phosphorescent at the
excitation temperature. While at further heating of a sample,
the lightsum is manifested in the form of TSL and TSC.
The accumulated lightsum is the charge carriers localized
within the traps and the same number of the recharged
recombination centers. It is known [33] that electrons in
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Figure 6: Lux-ampere characteristics of XRL of the ZnSe sample at
the irradiation wavelength of 970 nm under the temperatures: 8 K(1), 85 K (2), and 295 K (3).
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Figure 7: Dose dependencies of the phosphorescence intensity 𝐽Ph
of the ZnSe sample (𝑡ph = 30 s) at registration within 630 nm band
at the temperature of 85 K under different intensities of the X-ray
radiation: 𝑖X-tube = 5 mA (1) and 25 mA (2). The solid lines show the
theoretical dependency (10).

ZnSe are the free charge carriers, which determine the
photoconductivity current.

The most logical is to investigate the dose dependencies
of phosphorescence at 85 K. In this case, it has a higher
intensity than at 8 and 295 K. Secondly, at this temperature
the values of the general concentrations of shallow and deep
traps are commensurable (have the same order). It should
not be forgotten that, after each dose of irradiation and the
registration of phosphorescence, the sample must be heated
to 420 K to empty all traps.

Figures 7 and 8 show the dependencies of the phospho-
rescence intensity 𝐽Ph (𝑡ph = 30 s after terminating excitation)
on the obtained radiation dose. Using two different intensities
of the X-ray radiation allows comparing the accumulated
lightsums (the concentration of the recharged local centers)
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Figure 8: Dose dependencies of the phosphorescence intensity 𝐽Ph
of the ZnSe sample (for 30 s upon terminating excitation) at the
registration within 970 nm band at the temperature of 85 K under
different intensities of the X-ray radiation: 𝑖X-tube = 5mA (1) and 25
mA (2). The solid lines show the theoretical dependency (10).

at equal doses of irradiation but obtained for a different
period. In Figures 7 and 8 the circles show the experimental
data, while solid lines show the theoretical dependency
(10).

According to the experimental data, in all cases, the
concentration of the recharged centers (even when reaching
the saturation level) will be large at the more increased
intensity of the X-ray radiation.

4. Analysis of the Experimental Results

As the semiconductor absorbs X-ray radiation, the free
electrons and holes are generated, the amount of which is
proportional to the energy of the absorbed X-ray quanta.
Therefore, the amount of the produced (in the semiconduc-
tor) free electrons and holes G per unit of time is propor-
tional to the absorbed energy of the X-ray or 𝛾-radiation
[34, 35].

The sublinear behavior of LAC of the X-ray conductivity(𝐼X-𝑖XRC) in ZnSe crystals indicates that when the intensity of
X-ray excitation 𝐼X increases, the concentration of free charge
carriers, which determine the conduction current 𝑖XRC also
increases sublinearly.The concentrations of free electrons and
holes are uniquely related to the concentration of generated
carriers G via an average lifetime of free electrons (𝜏-) and
holes (𝜏+):

𝑁− = 𝜏−𝐺
and 𝑃+ = 𝜏+𝐺. (1)

Therefore, the sublinear behavior of 𝐼X-𝑖XRC indicates a
monotonous decrease of the charge carriers’ lifetime by those
signs that causes the conduction process. According to [32],
these carriers are electrons in the ZnSe crystals. The lifetime
of free electrons in the conduction band is determined by the
concentration of different types of traps Vi, their filling 𝑛i, and

concentration of the recharged recombination centers𝑝𝑗 (i.e.,
the filled traps for holes):

𝜏− = 1𝑢− (∑𝑖 𝜎−𝑖 (V𝑖 − 𝑛𝑖) + 𝜎−𝑗 𝑝𝑗) , (2)

where 𝑢-, 𝑢+ are thermal velocities of free electrons and holes,
respectively; 𝜎i- is the capture cross section of free electrons at
the traps of i-type; 𝜎j+ is the capture cross section of the free
holes at recombination centers; and 𝜎j- is the capture cross
section of free electrons at the recharged luminescence center
(the recombination cross section). Usually, for high-quality
crystalline phosphors, the concentrations of luminescence
centers are much higher than the traps concentrations (Vj >>ΣVi). At the point of initial radiation, the lifetime of free
electrons is determined as follows:

𝜏− = 1𝑢−∑𝑖 𝜎−𝑖 V𝑖 . (3)

Assuming that the probability of recombination of the
free holes with localized electrons can be neglected, in
comparison with the probability of their localization at the
luminescence centers, the lifetime of free holes can be written
as follows:

𝜏+ = 1𝑢+𝜎+𝑗 (V𝑗 − 𝑝𝑖)
and 𝜏+0 = 1𝑢+𝜎+𝑗 V𝑗 .

(4)

At Vj >> ΣVi, the lifetime of free holes is much shorter
than that of free electrons. During X-ray irradiation, the
lightsum is accumulated; i.e., the concentrations of localized
electrons at traps 𝑛i and the concentrations of the recharged
luminescence centers 𝑝j will increase. However, the law
of charge conservation is required to satisfy the balance
equation:

∑
𝑖

𝑛𝑖 = 𝑝𝑗. (5)

The irradiation of the semiconductor causes the increased
lifetime of free holes 𝜏+ in comparison with the reference
value 𝜏0+. But the execution of the inequality 𝑝𝑗 << V𝑗 allows
ignoring the change of 𝜏+ during the irradiation. For the free
electrons, the denominator in relation (2) can be rewritten as
follows:

𝑢−(∑
𝑖

𝜎−𝑖 (V𝑖 − 𝑛𝑖) + 𝜎−𝑗 𝑝𝑗)
= 𝑢− [∑

𝑖

𝜎−𝑖 V𝑖 + (𝜎−𝑗 𝑝𝑗 −∑
𝑖

𝜎−𝑖 𝑛𝑖)] .
(6)

If the capture cross section of the recombination 𝜎j- and
localization 𝜎i- for free electrons would be the same, then, by
the balance equation (5), the expression in parentheses (6)
should be equal to zero and value of 𝜏- would not change
during the irradiation process. But since 𝜎j-/𝜎i- > 1 (due
to the extra electric charge of the recharged recombination
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center), the difference (𝜎j-𝑝j – Σ𝜎i-Vi) > 0. It means that the
lifetime of free electrons will decrease as the accumulated
lightsum increases, in accordance with the kinetic theory
of luminescence and conductivity, for three types of traps
(shallow (i-1)-type, phosphorescent i-type, and deep (i+1)-
type), aswell as one luminescence center [36].Thevalue of the
maximum accumulated lightsum on deep traps for electrons
and holes does not depend on the intensity of excitation, if
there is no thermal or optical delocalization in the process of
excitation. The nonradiative recombination of the electron-
hole pairs at nonradiative recombination centers occurs
according to the same laws as in the luminescence centers. For
a multicenter crystal-phosphorus model [36], when several
recombination centers are considered, one of these centers
can be considered as nonradiative. It fundamentally does not
affect the kinetics of luminescence and conductivity, but it is
necessary to establish a recombination mechanism (electron
or hole) to be realized at this center. Secondly, in amulticenter
crystal-phosphorus model, the nonradiative recombination
of free holes in deep traps filled with electrons is taken into
account.

The processes of phosphorescence and relaxation of
conduction current are observed in ZnSe crystal at temper-
atures 8 and 85 K. At room temperature, the relaxation of
conduction current is observed, and the phosphorescence
process is not registered due to the temperature quenching
of for both luminescence bands at T > 100 K. According to
[36], the maximum value for the concentration of electrons(𝑛i∞) localized at traps with i-type:

𝑛𝑖∞ = √ 14 [ 𝐺𝑤𝑖 (1 + ]𝑖
]𝑝
)]2 + 𝐺]𝑖𝑤𝑖 − 𝐺2𝑤𝑖 (1 + ]𝑖

]𝑝
) . (7)

The carried-out experimental verification (Figures 7 and
8) confirmed the above assumption, since the maximum
value of phosphorescence intensities (at registration at both
luminescence bands of 630 and 970 nm) is more significant
at a higher intensity of excitation. Also, [36] shows the
dependence for the kinetics of lightsum accumulation at k-
trap depending on the irradiation dose:

𝑛𝑘 (𝑡) = 𝑛𝑘∞
⋅ 1 − exp [− (𝑛𝑘∞/]𝑘 + 𝐺/𝑤𝑘𝑛𝑘∞) 𝑤𝑘𝑡]1 − 𝑤𝑘𝑛2𝑘∞/𝐺]𝑘 ⋅ exp [− (𝑛𝑘∞/]𝑘 + 𝐺/𝑤𝑘𝑛𝑘∞) 𝑤𝑘𝑡] .

(8)

This ratio for shallow traps of (i-1)-type and phosphores-
cent trap of i-type at the condition𝑤(i-1)V(i-1),𝑤iVi >Ghas the
following form:

𝑛(𝑖−1) (𝑡) = 𝑛(𝑖−1)∞ [1 − exp(− 𝑡𝜏(𝑖−1))]
and 𝑛𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝑛𝑖∞ [1 − exp(− 𝑡𝜏𝑖)] .

(9)

The accumulation of charge carries at shallow traps, and
their devastation occurs faster than at deeper traps.

At the phosphorescence, the charges carriers are delocal-
ized from all traps (shallow, phosphorescent, and deep), but
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Figure 9: Normalized dependencies of the ratio of the intensity
of the XRL 630 nm band to the X-ray conductivity current on the
excitation intensity at temperatures: 8 K (1), 85 K (2), and 295 K (3).
the registered intensity of the phosphorescence 𝐽Ph will be
determined, primarily, by the additive sum of the recombina-
tions of delocalized electrons from small and phosphorescent
traps:

𝐽Ph ∼ 𝑛(𝑖−1)∞𝑤(𝑖−1) [1 − exp(− 𝑡𝜏(𝑖−1))]
+ 𝑛𝑖∞𝑤𝑖 [1 − exp(− 𝑡𝜏𝑖)] ,

(10)

where 𝐽Ph is the phosphorescence intensity at any point of
time after excitation and time 𝑡X in (10) is the duration of X-
ray irradiation.The ratio (10) was used for the approximation
of experimental dose dependencies of the phosphorescence
(Figures 7 and 8).

According to the experimental results (Figures 7 and 8), at
a lower intensity of irradiation, the accumulated lightsum in
the crystal will be smaller, even at similar doses of radiation.
This is true for both types of luminescence centers, which
cause broad electronic-vibrational luminescence bands with
peaks at 630 and 970 nm.

Another evidence of the reduction of maximum accumu-
lated lightsum at the decreased intensity of excitation during
long-term irradiation can be the dependence of the ratio of
luminescence intensity to the conduction current value on
the intensity of excitation intensity. Since the intensity of
luminescence 𝐽XRL is proportional to the production of the
free charge carriers’ concentration and the concentration of
the recharged luminescence centers 𝑝j, while the conduction
current value 𝑖XRC is proportional to the free charge carriers’
concentration only, their ratio can be written as follows:

𝐽XRL𝑖XRC ∼ 𝑝j (𝐼X) . (11)

Figures 9 and 10 show the dependencies of the ratio of
luminescence intensity for 630 and 970 nmbands to theX-ray
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Figure 10: Normalized dependencies of the ratio of the intensity
of the XRL 970 nm band to the X-ray conductivity current on the
excitation intensity at temperatures: 8 K (1), 85 K (2), and 295 K (3).
conduction current on excitation intensity at temperatures:
8, 85, and 295 K for respective luminescence centers. For
calculation purposes, the experimental dependencies are
shown in Figures 4–6.

In both cases of XRL registration, the increase in the
concentration of recharged luminescence centers occurs
when the intensity of X-ray excitation increases. It means
that when the intensity of the X-ray excitation increases,
according to (2), the free electron lifetime in conduction band
decreases. As a result, the concentration of free electrons
increases unproportionally and sublinearly for the excitation
intensity. As a consequence, we derive the sublinear 𝐼X-𝑖XRC
behavior in the semiconductor.

The influence of accumulated lightsum within the crystal
on the 𝐼X-𝑖XRC behavior indicates that, to obtain a correct
experimental dependence, it is necessary to get themaximum
accumulated lightsum in the sample for each excitation inten-
sity. Otherwise, different values of current for one excitation
intensity can be obtained; i.e., we will observe “hysteresis”
at the increase or decrease of the X-ray excitation intensity
[24, 25].

The classical theory of photoconductivity [26–32] was
developed for a simple crystalline phosphor model (one type
of trap and one type of recombination center). In case of an
extended period of stationary excitation for the concentration
of free charge carriers, it provides for the dependence 𝑁- ∼√𝐼𝑋 and a similar dependence for the concentration of
the recharged recombination centers 𝑝j ∼ √𝐼𝑋. It ensures
a proportional dependence for the luminescence intensity
and for the current −√𝐼𝑋. If the experimental dependencies𝐼X-𝑖XRC are approximated by the provided function, we derive
the exponent ∼ 0.8 ÷ 0.9, which significantly differ from 0.5.

Therefore, the conduction current dependence on the
intensity of the X-ray or 𝛾-radiation can vary in the range
from linear 𝑖XRC ∼ 𝐼X to 𝑖XRC ∼ √𝐼𝑋. The degree of the
sublinearity depends on the traps’ concentrations in the sam-
ple. The higher the values of the phosphorescence intensities

and relaxation current in the semiconductor are, the more
significant the nonlinearity of the lux-ampere characteristic
is.

The results of the X-ray and UV excitation of lumines-
cence and conductivity of ZnSe crystals [37] pave the way
to study zinc selenide as semiconductor detectors of ionizing
radiation for the detection of ionizing radiation.

5. Conclusions

The sublinear behavior of the dependency of the conduction
current curves on the intensity of X-ray or 𝛾-radiation
(𝐼X-𝑖XRC) can be explained by the presence of several types
of traps for free charge carriers and recombination centers
in the semiconductor. According to the theoretical analysis
of X-ray conductivity kinetics, the maximum accumulated
lightsum at deep traps does not depend on the excitation
intensity. Also, for shallow and phosphorescent traps, the
accumulated lightsum depends on the excitation intensity: it
increases with increasing excitation intensity. According to
experimental data analysis, we can assume that the higher the
concentration of such defects is, i.e., the higher the intensity
of phosphorescence and current relaxation is, the closer the
lux-ampere characteristics will be to 𝑖XRC ∼ √𝐼𝑋. While the
concentration of defects (i.e., traps for free charge carriers)
decrease, the lux-ampere characteristics will approximate to
the linear ones.
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